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Pharmacy Software  
Solutions for Long-Term Care
Our Integra Suite of long-term care pharmacy software provides everything you need to achieve your full 
potential – allowing you to optimize your pharmacy for peak performance, generate more revenue, and keep 
patients at the center of care. Explore how our suite of pharmacy software solutions can transform what 
productivity looks like in your pharmacy.

PrimeCare is the most flexible pharmacy management system 
on the market today – an integrated, scalable software solution 
that answers all the needs of institutional, long-term care, and 
combo-shop pharmacy management. The system streamlines 
workflow, improves efficiency, gets real-time reports, and ensures 
your pharmacy is operating at peak performance.
 x Simplify daily processes and improve efficiency. 
 x Best-in-class billing matrix.
 x Manage multiple facilities from one location. 
 x Works with more than 200 interfaces.

Logix is designed to work with DocuTrack to reduce 
manual tasks in your pharmacy. Automation of 
existing manual processes within your workflow saves 
time and money. Automate where you can so your 
pharmacy staff can focus on high-priority items that 
require a personal touch.
 x Automate refill too soon and refill workflow.
 x Eliminate calls, emails, faxes, and follow-up.
 x Remove repetitive manual processes.
 x Redirect hundreds of staff hours.

DocuTrack is a comprehensive, flexible pharmacy workflow 
solution that organizes and stores all the documents and 
media that keep your pharmacy running smoothly.
 x Single repository for all content.
 x Flexible and customizable.
 x Quick and easy audits.
 x Unified search with one click.

Unify your data to get better insights into your pharmacy. 
Our data analytics software – designed just for LTC 
operations like yours – turns existing data into actionable 
information you can use to improve pharmacy results.
 x Analyze any aspect of your business.
 x Gain insight into prescription and claims data. 
 x Forecast prescription utilizations. 
 x Pull data from most pharmacies.

Modernize your pharmacy fax software system. Integra 
Cloud Fax is a powerful, easy-to-use, HIPAA-compliant 
solution with enterprise-level flexibility and no hidden fees.
 x Capable of handling any fax volume.
 x Automatically resends the fax until it is  

successfully transmitted.
 x Retrieve faxes immediately to answer customers’  

inquiries quickly.
 x Automatic backup and high-level redundancy prevent  

information loss.

Manage your delivery process with compliant delivery software 
for pharmacies. Advance your pharmacy delivery logistics from 
item validation and route optimization to signature capture, 
providing audit compliance and peace of mind.
 x Increased compliance.
 x Optimized route scheduling reduces costs and improves efficiency. 
 x Intuitive integration with couriers, UPS®, and FedEx®.
 x Real-time signature capture.
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